In a recent paper Gurtin [1] deduces variational principles which characterize the standard initial-value problems of linear elastodynamics.
We will have occasion to use Titchmarsh's Theorem: j * g = 0 => either f = 0 or g = 0 for t > 0.
(2.2)* For convenience and clarity in presentation, all smoothness and regularity hypotheses on functions and regions are omitted.
We need the following four lemmas, which are trivial extensions of these given in [1] . These lemmas play a role analogous to that of the fundamental lemma of the calculus of variations. We say that the variation 5S2 {•} is zero at y over K, and write 512 {2/} = 0 over K (2.13)
if, and only if, exists and equals zero for all y' consistent with (2.11). 3. The initial-history problem with mixed boundary conditions. In this section we will formulate the viscoelastic initial-history problem for a large class of boundary conditions. We will also give two equivalent characterizations for the solutions. Let p(x), bi(x, t), Ui{x, t), t), r,j(x, t) denote, respectively, the mass density of the medium, the body force per unit mass, the displacements, the strains, and the stresses, all defined for (x, t) t Rc X (-°°, °°).
The linearized field equations, for a viscoelastic medium which occupies a region R°i n space, consist of: the equations of motion.
Tn,i + hi = pu\2) , m = th ; (3.1) the strain-displacement relations in = ; (3.2) and the stress-strain relations* given by either t,-,■(;x, t) = Gim(0)tkl( We assume that the relaxation junctions Giiki{t) and the creep compliance junctions Jnki(t), both defined on [0, °°), have the symmetry properties:
Before formulating the problem, we find it convenient to introduce the concepts of admissible and viscoelastic states.
An admissible state S = {w, , e,; , r,, j is an ordered triplet of functions it,-, e,-,-, r,, , *In order to avoid the use of complicated notation, we will assume that the material is homogeneous; however, all of our results can easily be extended to include the inhomogeneous case.
"We tacitly assume that the stress-strain relations are invertible. fThe assumption Gijki(t) = Gkuj(t) for every t > 0 is difficult to justify and its validity has been the subject of considerable inquiry. Coleman [4] has shown that, as a consequence of the second law of thermodynamics, the above relation holds when t = 0 and t = °o. Gurtin and Herrera [5] also obtain this result, but on the assumption that the work done in every deformation is non-negative. Rogers and Pipkin [6] discuss this problem in relation to Onsager's Principle and the consequences of material symmetry. They show, for example, that a material with "handedness" may not have this property. Of course, if the material is isotropic, then Gakiil) = Gkia(t) for t > 0 on the basis of symmetry alone.
Suffice it to say that we must have this property if we are to obtain variational principles; however, it is still an open question to some investigators as to whether one is justified in making this assumption. [Vol. XXIV, No. 1 defined on S1 X (-00, 00), for which e,,-= and rif = th . The restriction of S to Rc X (-°°, t), denoted by S' = {u' , e', , is called the history of S up to time t. If we define addition of states and multiplication of a state by a scalar X through S + S' -{Ui + u'i , e,,-+ t'j , r,,-+ rj,}, \S = {Xu,-, Xej,-, Xr,,}, (3.5) then the set of admissible states is a linear space.
A viscoelastic state V =-{m,-, e,-,-, r,-, } is an admissible state for which u{ , eu , r,,-satisfy the field equations (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3).
Since a viscoelastic material "remembers" its past history through the mechanism of the constitutive relation (3.3), we must, in order to obtain a well-posed problem, prescribe the displacements, strains, and stresses in the body up to some initial time t0 ■ Thus our initial data consists of three functions u'', t" , r" on R" X (-00, t0) which, of course, satisfy the field equations. We take t0 -0, without loss of generality, since the field equations are invariant with respect to translations of the time axis. Finally, we write V" = {«", ej,-, r" J and call V" the initial history.
By a solution to the mixed problem, we mean a viscoelastic state V which satisfies the initial history condition V = V", (3.6) and the boundary conditions
T, = r,,n, = T': on B. X [0, °°), (3.7b) where u\ and T] are prescribed functions. If Bu = dR jB, = dR\, V is said to be a solution to the displacement {traction} problem. In order to obtain alternate formulations to this problem, we first try to characterize viscoelastic states V which satisfy the initial history condition (3.6), in which case we say that V is a viscoelastic state with the initial history V". Lemma 3.1. V is a viscoelastic state with the initial history V" ij, and only ij, V is admissible and satisfies the initial history condition (3.6), the equations of motion (3.1), the strain-displacement relations (3.2), and either Proof. Suppose V is admissible and satisfies (3.1), (3.2), (3.6), and (3.9a and b).
Then, by virtue of the definitions of initial history and viscoelastic state, the "if" part of the assertion is true if we can show that (3.9a and b) implies (3.3a) for t > 0. This follows at once from (2.1) and a simple change in variable. Hence, V is a viscoelastic state with the initial history V". To show that the "only if" part of the assertion is true, assume that V is a viscoelastic state with the initial history V". Clearly, V is admissible and (3.1), (3.2), and (3.6) hold. Thus we are done if we can show that (3.3a) implies (3.9a and b) for t > 0. We can see that this is so by splitting the range of integration in (3.3a) into the two sets [0, t] and (t, co) and using (2.1) and (3.6), together with a simple change of variable, to obtain (3.9a and b). In a similar fashion we can deal with the inverse stress-strain relations. This completes the proof. Although all smoothness hypotheses have been omitted, we make the following exception: If S = {w; , , tu j is an admissible state which satisfies the initial history condition (3.6), then we assume that «,■ is twice differentiable with respect to time* and hence automatically satisfies the initial condition Ui(x, 0) = lim u"{x, t) d= dj(x), (3.10)
t-*0ũ
,n>(.T, 0) = lim u'i'w(x, t) d=f Vi(x). We now state, without proof, a result due to Ignaczak [7] Lemma 3.2. Let tu = t. Then TiS and u{ satisfy the equations oj motion (3.1) and the initial condition (3.10), (3.11), for t > 0 if, and only if, 9 * Tn.i + /. = pUi , t > 0. (3.14)
Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 enable us to give an alternate formulation of the mixed problem.
Theorem 3.1. Let S -{«,-, €,-; , tu j be an admissible state. Then S is a solution to the mixed -problem if, and only if: S satisfies the initial history condition (3.6); the equations (3.2), (3.9), and (3.14); and the boundary conditions (3.7).
Proof. Suppose S satisfies (3.2), (3.6), (3.9), (3.14), and (3.7). Then, by Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, S satisfies the field equations for t > 0 and the initial history condition (3.6). Thus S is a viscoelastic state with the initial history V". But S also satisfies the boundary *This assumption is quite reasonable since we are seeking displacements «,• which satisfy the equations of motion (3.1). Of course, if (3.6) holds then (3.1) is satisfied for t < 0. [Vol. XXIV, No. 1 conditions (3.7); hence, S is a solution to the mixed problem and the "if" part of the theorem is proved. Conversely, to show that the "only if" part is true, assume that S is a solution to the mixed problem. Then, clearly, S is admissible and, moreover, (3.1), (3.2), (3.3), (3.6), and (3.7) hold. Furthermore Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 imply that (3.9) and (3.14) are satisfied. This completes the proof.
We now characterize solutions to the mixed problem in terms of the initial history V" and the stresses r,-,-. We say that r,-,-is a stress field corresponding to a solution of the mixed problem if, and only if, t;,-= r,-,-and r,-,-has the property that there exist functions Ui and such that {«,• , e,-,-, r,-, } is a solution to the mixed problem. while for t > 0, u{ and are defined, respectively, through (3.14) and (3.9c and d).
Then, by (3.15) and (3.19), {w,-, tu , r^-} satisfies (3.6). Moreover, (3.14), (3.16), (3.9c and d), together with (3.6), imply (3.2). Finally, by (3.14), (3.17), and (3.18), the boundary conditions (3.7) are satisfied. Thus, by Theorem 3.1, the "if" part of the theorem is proved. To establish the converse assertion, assume that tu is a stress field corresponding to a solution of the mixed problem. Then by definition there exist functions Ui and en such that , r,-,} is a solution to the mixed problem. We now observe that (3.2), (3.9c and d) and (3.14) imply (3.16); (3.14) and (3.7a) imply (3.17);
and (3.6) implies (3.15). Moreover, the relations (3.7b) and (3.18) are the same. Thus, by Theorem 3.1, the proof is complete. Notice that this result depends upon the second of the equivalent relations (3.3a) and (3.3b); however, (3.3a) is satisfied whenever (3.3b) is, and vice versa. Proof. Let S' = jw', tj,, t',-} be chosen so that $ + \S' e K for all real X. Then (4.1), together with (3.4), (3.12), (2.1), (2.12), the divergence theorem, and the properties of the convolution, implies
Suppose that S is a solution to the mixed problem. Then, by Theorem 3.1, (4.3), and the choice of S', (4.2) holds and the "if" part of the theorem is proved. Conversely, to show that the "only if" part is true, assume that and Lemma 2.3, the boundary condition (3.7a). Now since (3.2), (3.6), (3.7), (3.9), and (3.14) hold, we appeal to Theorem 3.1 and the proof is complete. if, and only if, S is a solution to the mixed problem.
Proof. Let S' = {u[ , ej, , t'u\ be chosen so that S + \S't K for all real X. Then and for all S' such that S + XS't K for all real X. Clearly, S'° = {0, 0, 0}; hence, we can choose S' = , 0, 0}, where uf = 0 and u', together with all its space derivatives, vanishes on dR X [0, «>) and on R at t = 0. Then (4.8), (4.9), and Lemma 2.1 imply (3.14). We now require that u\ vanish on X [0, <*>). Then (4.8), (4.9), (3.12), (3.14) (2.2), and Lemma 2.2, imply (3.7b). Next let S' = {0, 0, t', } where t'° = 0 and r<y together with all its space derivatives, vanishes on dR X [0, <») and on R at t = 0 It then follows, from (3.5), (4.8), (4.9), (3.12), (2.2), and Lemma 2.1, that (3.9c) holds Finally, we require that t',-, together with all its space derivatives, vanish on B, X [0, <») Then (3.9c), (4.8), (4.9), (3.12), (2.2), and Lemma 2.3 imply (3.7a). We can conclude, since S t K, that (3.6), (3.7), (3.9), (3.14), and (3.2) hold. An appeal to Theorem 3.1 completes the proof.
The functionals A,{-} and 0t{-} which appear in Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 of this paper are the generalizations of those which appear in [1] , Indeed, to obtain these formally from their counterparts we simply make the following replacements: for A, {•}, We say that r = {r,, } is an admissible stress field if, and only if, r,,-= rfi . The class of all admissible stress fields is the underlying linear space for the next theorem. 
